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Since 1947 information on the economic position of
rearing store cattle in Yorkshire has been obtained and
already some interim reports have been written on the
results by MR. I. G. SIMPSON9 who has been in charge of
this investigation. The following report covering the
years 1947-1950 extends over the full life of many of the
animals costed9 and brings the results of this investiga-
tion up to date.

W. H. Long.



COSTS L.ND RETURNS FROM REARING STORE  CATTLE ON IA. NUMBER OF

YORKSHIRE FL.1114p 24_3_4j-1950.

Introduction.

An investigation into the costs of rearing store cattle primarily
for beef production, was commenced in 1947. L. reportNas issued in
June 1950 on the costs of rearing in 1947, 1948. and 1949. This report
-also contained details of the sales of costed cattle up to the end of
1949. . The present report deals with the costs of rearing in 1950
together with an analysis cf the sales of costed cattle in 1949 and
1950.

The farms from which costs have been obtained are scattered
throughout Yorkshire. The majority depend on the sale 'of cash crops
for the greater part of their income, No costs from hill farms are
included in this report.

Thirteen farmers have provided details of their cattle rearing
costs for the four years 1947-50. Twenty-six other farmers have given
similar details for shorter periods. The variation in the sample from
year to year makes impossible a close comparison of the average costs
in different years.

The information on which these costs are based was collected by
visiting the farmers conoerned several times a year. Generally the
farmers did not keep detailed records of the costs involved in rearing
their cattle. There is, therefore, bound to be a certain amount of
estimation in the costs but probably not sufficient to materially
affect the accuracy of the costs.'

The principles on which the costs are calculated are outlined
in the appendix. It will be noted that home-grown foods are charged
at a price equivalent to the average cost of production.. If a farmer
is growing these foods at a much lower or higher cost than the average,
the actual costs of rearing his cattle will differ from those costs
given in this report.

- For the purposes of this report,-the production of store cattle
has been divided into four periods. The first is from birth to six
months, or weaning if this occurs later. The second .i from six
months or weaning to eighteen months, the third is from eighteen to
twenty-four months, and the fourth from twenty-four to thirty months.

Period 1.  Birth to Six Months or Weanin

Cattle were reared during this initial period either by
suckling or by being fed from the bucket. Where rearing was by
suckling one cow might be used to rear only one calf per lactation
or a number of calves might be reared on each cow.

- University of Leeds, Economics Section, Dept. of Agriculture,
Farmers' Report No. 89.
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TABLE I. •••

COSTS OF KEEPING INWINTERED COWS USED FOR SUCKLING DURING

Method of rearing

LuIl_nftn_qa
Foods: Hay

Straw
Roots
Beet pulp
Home-grown
concentrates

Purchased
concentrates
Other foods

Total foods

Grazing
Man labour
Horse & tractor work
Herd depreciation
Overheads
Other costs

Total Cost per Cow.

Average Your Farm

Single
Suckling

178
0.95

Multiple Suckling
Low Intensity Medium

Intensit

3
58

1.74

£sd £sd

2 4 0 15 9
118 6 2 14 10
4 311 4 010
1 1 9

12, 2 1 5 7

6 4 ". •

10 6 8 9 010
3 14 10 318 0
3 0 0 3610

5 6 0,4:
16 5 -3 3-
15 0 16 8
7 2 57

44
3.99

£sd

2 4 3
1 0 8
4 13 0
12 0

1 13 0
46

13 16 7
lo 1

7 3. 2
4 7

4 15 6
1 18 11

9 7

 AWN..

£sd

includes cost of grazing by calf. ,

- herd appreciation.

32 18 5

• •
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The cost of keeping cows used for suckling is given in Table I.
In the case of the single suckling cows the costs cover a period of
approximately. one year from weaning in the autumn of 1949 to weaning
in the autumn of 1950. The costs for the multiple suckling cows
cover a period of exactly a year usually from January 1950 to
January 1951.

The cows used for single suckling were generally pure bred beef
cattle mated to a beef bull. Of the eight herds included in the
averages in Table 17 five were Herefords', two were Aberdeen Angus and
one Beef Shorthorn. The cows kept for single suckling usually
calved in the spring. They suckled their own calves while at grass
during the summer, the calves being weaned when the cows were brought
into yards in the autumn. The demands on cows used for this method•
of rearing are low. This makes it -Possible ',7o keep the cows
cheaply. The cost per cow during 149-50 was only £l9 5 8d. per
year. This cost includes a share of the bull's upkeep and an
allowance for the grazing consumed by the calf while it was with the -
cow, The range of costs was from £14. 1. 3d. to 23.2.5, 7d0 per cow.

The foregoing costs refer only to cows wintered in yards. On
two other farms the cows were outwintered in an effort to reduce costs
still further. On one. of these farms Hereford cows were outwintered,
receiving a ration of a stone of hay and twenty pounds of turnips per
day. The food cost per cow .was 7. 10d against an average. of .
£10. 6. 8d, for the inwintered cows. This low food cost was, however,
offset by a high grazing cost. per week and the total cost per cow was
3.6, Od. On the second farm a small herd of Highland 

cattlereceived just over a ton per head of bean straw during the winter.
This straw cost the farmer £1. 13. 4d. per coia. The grazing cost
per week was very low and the total cost per cow only £5,12.3d0 Two
herds of outwintered Galloway Cows were costed during the previous
year 1948-49. The cost of feeding per cow in these herds was
£1.121d. and £206.lOd. per. cow. The total costs were -f,8.10.1d.
and 9.19.1d, per cow. The outwintered cows calved regularly, in '
all the cases investigated; over 90% of the cows rearing a. calf
successfully.. The cost of rearing a calf to weaning by this methpd
was therefore very low in these four herds.

Under suitable conditions it appears possible to rear good
quality calves at a,low cost on outwintered cows The conditions
necessary for success include reasonable shelter, land that will.
stand stand up to winter Stocking, a low rate winter stocking and cows
of a fairly hardy breedc. On the other hand insome cases the extra
cost of „inwintering.cows may be justified by the value of the cows
for converting straw into manui)e.

Three farmers intensified their system of rearing cattle by
rearing an average of almost two calves per cowe The average
coT,'..;s of .2)0ng c- -ws on these farms are given L.:.
Table I under low intensity multjple suckling. The



level of costs is similar to those of the inwintered cows used for
single suckling.- It is interesting to note that the rearing of an
additional calf has not appreciably increased the labour cost. The
farmers who adopted this system each followed rather different
methods. Two of them generally brought the cows in to the calves
for suckling. One reared one calf at a time on each cow, replacing
it after it had suckled for about four months by s second calf. The
other kept two calves on each cow for the full lactation. The
third farmer originally reared his calves by single suckling and
still runs his herd in a similar manner with the cows calving in the

spring and weaning taking place in the autumn. The only modification
to the system is the purchase of an additional calf for each cow.
Both calves run with the cow at grass during the summer. The total
costs per cow on these three farms were £19,i5 Od, £17.17 Od. and

15. 0. Od. respectively.

Five farmers adopted a rather more intensive system of multiple

suckling, rearing from three and a half to five calves per cow. The
usual procedure on these farms was to put the calves on the cows in
successive batches, weaning them after three or four months. The

cost of keeping the cows is given in Table I under medium intensity
multiple suckling. Two important differences are apparent in the

cost per cow upe.d for this method of rearing compared with _the two

previous methoas. The first is .the higher food cost due mainly to
the feeding of very much larger amounts of concentrates. The second

is the high labour cost, over. twice t h-a t of the two previous

-methods. The high herd depreciation is caused by a number of
casualties in four of the five herds, It is doubtful if these are

related to the method of suckling. The average cost per cow used

fat this method of rearing was Q2.18.51. It varied from 1..28.5.0d.
to 4.4.3.0.in individual herds.

One farmer reared six calves per cow. His costs, which were

51. 4. Ca.. per cow, are not included in Table I. Labour accounted

for f:.21. 1. Cd. These figures are well above those for the medium

intensity multiple suckling herds and seem to indicate a further rise

in costs as the number of calves reared per cow. is increased.

Table 11 gives details of the costs of rearing calves from birth

to six months or, in single suckling herds, to weaning. For single

,suckled calves this cost is calculated by fividing the total cost of
keeping all the cows in the herd over a year by the number of calves

they rear. No other costs are incurred on the calves before
weaning. The average cost for calves reared on inwintered cows by
sinslo suckling was £20. 5.0d. per calf.
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TABU,

COST OF _REARING CALVES ON INWINTEREdp,COWS U1,1 TO
SIX MONTHS OR AGE AT WEANING.

••41.

Method of Rearing
14. verage

Single Multiple Suckling
Suckling . Low Medium

Intensity Intensity.
-  ,••414. 

 ,

Humber of herds
Number of calves

ookows..altrwir. Is,.

Costs Der_ca4S,

6uckling cost

Foods: Hay
Roots
Home grown
concentrates

Purchased
concentrates

Total foods'
Man labour
Grazing
Cost of purchased

38
171 00

d Zs

20 510

168

d s d

11 13 4

ipatiftwompompp,ore mire

•.1.•• •••••Mr•

53

16

8 5 0

10 10.1 3

12 6

17.4

1 311 2 111
10 5 7

16 4 5 8

calyes 2 10 10 •3 10 7
Overheads 2 1 5

Total Cot per Calf 20 10 16 5 5 14 10 2
...keimlic....rsoplewsworpore.ore,Nromftviio.•• ourowain.

4114,

Your Farm

• .- s• ,

• •

-,..,',cF,ill--r-,N•w. • - • . ....-.0.4irmw••••ww......07

•

.. .

• • •

-141100e.y.t.,1•1440.

The cost of multiple suckled calves to six months consists of
the suckling cost calculated as for the ingle suckled calves plus
the cost of purchased calves, plus the costs ofanyatten.tion and
feeding between weaning and 'six months. The total cost to six
months for calves from the low intensity multiple suckling herds was
£16. 5. 5d. and from the medium intensity multiple suckling herds
3.4. 10. 2d. per calf.

The cost of purchased calves varied considerably from herd to
herd. It is not easy to purchase calves suitable for rearing as
beer cattle. Generally the choice lies between a dual purpose
typecalf bred in a dairy herd and a cross bred calf of a
be'ef . typ e. .The dual purpose calves which ,vm)To
InTasht 11.7 tho najority of farmers' c o s 't from
2 - £3 each and the crosstred calves up .to £8 each. One farmer
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uas able to obtain all his calves from a- daix . almer whom he had
provided with a beef bull.

Records were obtained from eight farms where calves were reared
on the bucket. The average cost of rearing calves on these farms are

_ given in Table III.

TA.BLE111

COST OF REARING. CALVES ON TIE BUCKET TO SIX MONTHS„,

Average
_ .

- • Your Farm

Number of Farms . 8 ,...._
Number of cattle .113

,
-Costs Der caif s d s---__________
Foods: New milk . . 3 14 3

Separated milk 17 6 . 
,

Nilk substitute 7 5
Purchased concentrates 3 3 0
Home-grown concentrates 17 10
Hay ... . 7. . 8

____.........,
Total Foods 9 7 8
Man Labour 2 12' 10
Cast of calf 2 19 •-,, •

. •
.9

Overheads ' 13_3
Other costs

'.......-.4.,.
• . 1 10

25 .15_
..

Total Cost per Calf
w.,........,...14,

They refer to calves that were born in the period from October
1949 to October 1950. Two small modifications have been made in the
method of.calculating the costs on these calves. • Th previous years
milk was charged at a different rate according to whether it was fed
during -the winter or summer months. Since there is little evidence
of more calves being reared on the costed faiqhs at pne season than
anotherl.milk has been charged at a standard rate throughout.
Previously separated milk was charged at half the pride of whole
milk; in the present costs it is charged at an arbitilary figure of
6d. per gallon.

One of the main features of the costs of bucket reared calves
is the importance of purchased food. They -account for £3.10. 5'd
out of a,total food cost of £9. 0. 6d. The .-\rerage. price of the.
meal andnuts fed to the calves during. the.  was 29/n., •per cwt.; milk substitute.:eost 66/- pet.. 'nit.



The average amount of whole milk fed was forty-th:eegallons.Generally the calves received either a low quantity of whole milk,
about 20 gallons, or were fed more liberally receiving about 70
gallons per head. The .farmers who fed small amounts of milk
undoubtedly reared their calves _cheaper. This might, hOwever, prove
to have been a. false economy in the long run. The average cost per
calf on four farms feeding over 60 gallons of .whole - milk .was
£18. 7. 4d3 on three farms feeding up to 20 gallons it was

It is interesting to compare the amount of man labour required
.,for re.ring by different methods, The labour cost per inwintered cow
used for single suckling was £3. O. 0. whidh is equivalent to 1,3.3.2d.
per calf reared. The labour cost per calf i'ea±ed on the bucket was
only £2. 12..10d. but it can be argued that the cost of the labour
used in producing the milk fed to the calves should be added to this.
About a quarter of the total cost of milk production is accounted for
by direct labour costs on the cow.. If 25 of the cost of Q.14.3d.per calf for new milk is taken from the cost of "New Milk" and added
to the labour cost per calf given in Table III, the total labour cost
per calf becomes Q. 11. 1d. This is not .very much larger than the
labour cost for a calf reared by single suckling, a system which is •
often regarded as being economical in its labour requirements. -

1ost of the labour required by the single suckling system does,
however, occur during the winter months when the cows are yarded. Onmany farms it is fairly easy to spare the labour during these months..The labour cost per calf •reared by multiple suckling was below that
required for either single suckling or bucket rearing. Under a low
intensity system of multiple suckling the cost of labour was £2. 4. 6d.and under a medium intensity ,system £1. 15. 10d. .per calf. It should
be 7,oted that the above costs refer only to the direct labour costs
involved in 'rearing. The cost of labour used for the production
of home-grown food is included as part of the food costs,

On the basis of average costs given in Tables 11 and III the
single suckled calves reared on inwintered cows cost £20. 10d. up
to weaning. Calves reared by an intensive system of multiple
suckling cost £16, 5, 5d3 those reared by a more intensive multiple.
suckling system £14. 10.2d., and bucket reared calves £15, 15. 4d. inall cases up to six months. It is probable that the rise in feeding
stuff prices will adversely affect the cost of bucket rearing in the
future as compared with the other ii,ethods. It is, however, likely
that both bucket reared and multiple suckled calves will continue to
cost rather less than the single suckled ones for this initial period.The cost per calf appears to decrease as the number of calves reared
per cow increases. against this reduced cost, a smaller proportion
of pure bred beef calves'reared and probably a lower level of feeding
are linked with an increase in the number of calves reared per cow.• The higher cost of single suckled Calves can probably 1e justified by
the better quality of the calves due to better breeding•and'feeding.
and by the feict that the calves were eight months old at, weaning.



other factor factor to be considered is the acreage required to
grow the foods needed for rearing calves. This has been estimated
for the different methods of rearing. The quantities of foods fed
to the cattle have been expressed in terms of acreage by dividing
them by standard yields per acre. Thus if 5 -cwts. of oats were fed
per head and the yield of .oats is taken to be 20 cuts. per acre, a
quarter of an acre would be required per head. The yields on which
these estimates are based are given in the appendix. The actual
acreage of pasture used has been added to this estimate.

On this basis the average acreage required per calf reared to. weaning
in the eight single suckling herds with inwintered cows was 2.5_acres.
This average is affected by one farm where a very large acreage per
calf was utilised. The average acreage required per calf :in the
remaining seven farms was 1.9 acres. In the three low intensity
multiple suckling herds 1.3 acres was required per calf to rear a
ealf to six months. In the five medium intensity multiple suckling
herds 0.6 acres was required per calf. Bucket reared calves
utilised 0.4 acres per calf. If the aim is to maximise the profit
per acre, it is obvious that to give the same profit per acre the
single suckled cattle would have to show a much larger profit per
head than the more intensively reared cattle.

Two farmers from whom costs were obtained reared calves by
a modification of the single suckling system. They bulled heifers
to calve in the spring at two years old. The heifers reared their
awn calves during the summer. After weaning in the autumn, the
heifers were fattened during the winter to grade as cow heifers In
the spring. The main advantage claimed for this method is that
the heifers used for rearing are appreciating in value throughout
their lives.. The success of the methba depends on being able to
finish the cattle while they are still eligible to grade as cow
heifers. It is therefore almost essential for the heifers to calve
at two yearsold.

Table IV summarises the experiences of two farmers who
followed this method. The . heifers on farm .A. were hope reared Angus,
those on farm 139 Red Polls purchased at eighteen months old. In
both cases there was a deficit between total costs up to grading
and the return from the fat heifers. This deficit may be said to
cover the cost of rearing the calves up •to weaning. Since only 8
of the 12 heifers on farm B reared ,a calf, the cost per calf is
considerably higher than on farm A. The return of farm A was
affected by one of the eight heifers grading as• a cow and another
as a casualty.

The cost of rearing a calf on these two farms was not
appreciably below that of calves reared on inwintered cows by single
suckling. Moreover in. the case of farm 14. it was necessary to
forego any profit that might have been made by selling the heifers
as stores. It should be remembered, however, that these costs are
from only two farms and for one year only; costs from other farms
might show more favourable results.
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TABLE IV.

COSTS AND RETURNS FROM HEIFERS CALVING .1.11.242 AND GRADED
SPRING 19 .g. AS COW HEIFERS.

,

Number of heifers._

Farm A. Farm B.

8 12

£ s d

1. Cost to entering breeding herd
autumn 1948. 32 3 8 24 14 9

2. Cost while in breeding herd,
autumn 1948 to weaning autumn
1949. 15

.

7 2 , 13 7 9

3. Cost of fattening winter 1949 5 . 14 18 0 28 6 8

Total Cost per Heifer to grading
spring 1950 (1 47 2 + 3). 62 8 10 66 9 2

Return from fat cow heifers 46 9 8 50 3 10

Deficit to cover cost of rearing
a calf. 15 19 2 16 5 4

Calves reared per heifer 1.0 0.66

Cost per calf to weaning . 15 19 2 24 8 6

PERIOD Months or at  Eiditeen Months.

The costs for all cattlelporn in 1949 which were not sold -
before the age of eighteen months have been averaged to give the costs
in Table V, regardless of the methods by which they were reared during
the initial period of their lives. There do not seem to be any
marked differences either in the costs or methods of rearing after the
initial period, though differences might become apparent if a larger
sample of costs was available.

The costs given in Table V-covei. approximately one year in the
lives of the cattle and thus include a winter and a summer period. With
the single suckled cattle the winter period will follow immediately
after weaning.

The cattle when wintered at this stage usually receive a fairly
generous ration. Nearly all of them are given hay, usually about
half a stone per head per day, together with about three pounds of a
meal, generally based on oats.

The average cost per head for this period was 3.1.16.6d. All
except three farms had costs within the range
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TABLE V.

STORE CATTLE BORN IN 1 4 COST OF REIIRING FROM '8IX MONTHS
OR AGE AT•WELNiNG TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS.

.."..
• Average Your Farm

..”.
Number of herds 17
Number of cattle - 362 -

gp_p,ts p_e_r, _Head s d

Foods: Hay 2 6 4.
•Straw 10 5

Roots 1 15 4
Beet pulp 6 10 .
Home grown concentrates '1 12 8
Purchased concentrates 6 4
Other foods 1 5

Total foods 6 19 4 .
Grazing 1 18 7
Man labour 2 2 6
Horse and Tractor work 3 4

- Overheads 10 V
Other costs 2 2

Total Costs 11 16

Total Costs from Birth
to -Eighteen Months. 

8 Single suckling herds 29" 3 11
4 Multiple suckling herds 23 9 11
5 Bucket rearing herds 29 19 7 •

PERIOD III. 18 to 24 Months.
PERIOD IV._ 24....ito 30 Months.

A fairly high proportion of the cattlewere sold before
reaching the age of eighteen months. There was a particularly
marked, tendency to sell early amongst the farmers who reared by
multiple suckling. Those who reared calves on the bucket tended
on the contrary to keep their cattle until they were about three
years old. It has unfortunately not been possible to fallow the
costs of all the bucket reared cattle throughout their lives.

1.•

For the reasons given above the number of costs' ghloh are
averaged in Table VI are fewer than those for the earlier periods.

•.•
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TABLE VI.

STORE CATTLE BORN IN 148.COST OF REARING FROM EIGHTEEN
TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS AND FROM TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS.

18 - 24 Months 24.

_

30 Months. _

Average Your Farm Average Your Farm

Number of herds 11 8 .
Number of cattle

,
127 90

s d s' d .d s d.g.2.§".
Foods: Hey 2. 6 2 7 7

,Straw 17 0 8 4'
Roots 2 17 A . 4 2
13„eet pulp 8 7
Home-grown

.

concentrates 14 7
.

1 10
Purchased
concentrates 1 11

,
1 4

Other foods 2 11

Total foods 7 8 6 1 3 3
Grazing 17 7 2 9 7
Man labour ' '1 12 7 .. . '12 2
Horse and Tractor wori 4 0 3 .
Overheads 8 2 3 1
Other costs 9 1 4

Total Costs 10 11 7 , 4

Total Costs from .

•

Birth to 24 Months 

7 Single suckling .
herds 39 15 9

.

4 Bucket rearing
herds 39 0 9

Total Costs from
Birth to 30 Months .

4 Single suckling .
, herds . 41 1 7.
4 Bucket rearing

.e.
.

herds , . 44 11 10

The costs given in Table VI are those for rearing cattle which were
born in 1948, from eighteen to twenty-four months and from twerly-
four to thirty months. The costs from eighteen to twenty-four months
cover mainly a winter period, and those from twenty-four to thirty
months a summer period. There is however, some overlapping.



At this age it should be possible to winter the cattle cheaply for they
should besufficiently .mp,ture to stand qutwintering. In fact, however,
only two of the eleven-Paits from which Costs -are• taken wintered the
cattle outside, although on some others they ran out during part of the
day. . If the food costs given in the two sections of Table VI are
taken into account it will be seen that these costs are very similar to
those:given in Table I far the inwintered cows used for single suckling,
the. main difference being that., rather fewel; roots were fed to the
younger cattle.

It is interesting to compare total costs to 24 months.given at
the foot of Table VI, of £39.15. 9d. ..or single suckled, and £39. 0..9d.
for bucket reared cattle with the average store prices given in the
Ministry of k„riculture's market report for April 1950, when .the
majority of the costed cattle would be about two years old. First
quality Shorthorn steers averaged £45.18, Od., the same quality
Hereford steers £46, 10. Od. Second quality Shorthorn steers averaged
37.17.0d., Herefords £34.12.0d. In addition to the above prices
rearers would also receive the calf subsidy.

RETURNS AND MARGINS.

TABLE VII.

aVERAGE COSTS AND RETURNS PER HELD:
CI,TTLE SOLD FROM APRIL DECEMBER  INCLUSIVE.

Methpd of . Rearing. No. of
Cattle
Sold

Lverage
Age at
Sale

Cost
•,

Return Profit

. , . Months -£.-'s d., sc.I.sd
Singlo suckled 275 24.6 37 11 lo 43 14 10 6

Multiple suckled 215 15.7 23 16 4 29 6 5 5 10 1

Bucket reare.d. 34 30.7 . 40 4 4 43 5 9 3 1 5

The average costs, returns and profits per head of cattle sold
from April 1949 to December 1950 are given in Table VII'. This period
which covers the sales of the majority of the cattle costed has been
chosen because it is a period during which cattle prices were
relatively stable. There was an'averagerise of 4/6d. per live cwt.
in April 1949, at the beginning of the period. This was followed by a
relatively small increase of 2/6d. per live cwt. in April 1950. there

.Vias no marked change 'in the level of store prices during the period.

The costs and returns which are averaged in Table VII are from
only a small number of farms. This sample includes ten farms rearing
by single suckling, foil" by multiple suckling and four by bucket .
rearing. .••.
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No allowance has been made in Table VII for the calf subsidy
for which calves born after • August 21st 1947 were eligible. Up to
September 30th9 19499 the subsidy was for steers and 3 for heifers.
Between September 30th9 1949 and September 30th 1950 it was 5 for
steers. .Si.ncc September 30th 1950 only steer calves have been
eligible.

The average return per head as given in Table VII will be .
affected by the time of year at which the majority of cattle were sold.
Cattle generally make better prices in the first half of the year than
the second.

TABU, VIII, 

NUMBER OF EACH   2E_1212_LE.1.19.12
EXCLUDING FIRSIATATELIE_19.121.,_

Year 1 9 4 9
...._

1 9 5 0

Quarter 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

Single Suckled 49 10 76 26 33 4 76

Multiple Suckled 5 27 40 29 39 41 32

Bucket Reared 10 - 20 4 3 4 -

Table VIII shows the distribution of the sales which are
averaged in Table VII. A fairly high proportion of the single
suckled cattle was sold in the fourth quarter of each year. A.
considerable number were also sold in the first and second quarters
but relatively fgvi in the third quarter.. The sales of multiple
suckled cattle were fairly evenly spread out throughout the year.

On two farms cattle were put into yards in order to finish them
before grading in the spring. The costs of finishing these cattle have
not been included in the averages given in Table VII and the return on
these cattle has been taken as their store value on entering the yards.
The majority of catqe were either sold as stores, or if graded 'they
were either sold off grass or out of yards without any special
attempt being made to get them l'at. Six of the multiple suckled and
seventy six of the single suckled cattle were graded.

On average, single suckled cattle gave the largest profit per
head, 'although multiple suckled cattle gave a larger profit in
relation to the expenditure on them. If the profit per head is
divided by the number of months the cattle were on the farm, single
suckled cattle gave a profit of 5/- per month, multiple suckled
cattle 7/- and bucket reared cattle 2/-. The 'average net return,
from single suckled cattle varied considerably from farm to farm.
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Three farms, made losses, the largest loss being equivalent to anaverage of 10/- per head per month. On the other hand, four farmsshowed average,profits of over 12/- per head per month. •The averageprofits from the four multiple suckling farms were fairly uniform;the range of average profits on the four farms was from. 6/- to 9/per head per month. 14 loss was made on one of the bucket rearingfarms, the other three made profits, the largest being an average of8/- per head per month.

The margin per head between costs and returns is one measureof the profitability of cattle rearing, but an equally important oneis the margin between costs and returns per acre used for cattlerearing, Earlier in this report estimates have been given of theacreage required for rearing calves during the initial period oftheir li:V*.ibs. • Similar estimates based on the 1950 costs have beenmade of the acreage required for rearing from six to eighteen monthsand from eighteen to thirty months. Ln average of 1.3 acres perhead was used for rearing from six to eighteen months; this included0.8 acres of pasture. From eighteen to thirty months an average of2.1 acres was utilised, 1.4 being pasture.

TY,BLE IX.

ESTILITEDIREREUIRED FOR RERING aTTLEG

Single
Suckling

Low Intensity
Multiple

Suckalag.cklinR

Medium
Intensity
Multiple

Bucket
Rearing

6 Months or Weaning
18 Months

30 Months

L.cres

1.9

3.2

5.3

14cres

1,3

2.6

4.7

- Leros

0.6 .
1.9

4.0

licres

0.4

1,7

3.8

In Table IX these figures have been added to those for theinitial period to give an estimate of the total acreages utilised forrearing by different methods from birth to eighteen and to thirtymonths.

If thse estimates are compared with the average profits •perhead given in Table VII, it is apparent that the profits per acreutilised for rearing were relatively low. It is not possible tomake a close comparison between the two tables since the groups inthem to not coincide. However, using the above acreage estimatesin conjunction with the average profits per head given in Table VII,the multiple suckled cattle appear to have given on average a profit
of around 50/- per acre used for rearing, the single suckled, cattleabout 30/- per acre, and the bucket reared cattle about 15/- per
acre. The calf subsidy would be additional to these profits.
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These profits are low compared with those from most other farm
enterprises. For instance, recent investigations have shown a profit
of about i'.10 per acre from corn growing.

If cattle rearing and corn growing are regarded as simple
alternatives, the choice should be corn growing. Hovevor, in most
cases a balanced system of farming with some livestock is considered
essential. In such a system cattle rearing can play a 'useful part
in utilising grassland, consuming by-products which might otherwise
be wasted and in treading straw into manure while at the same time
returning a useful if unspectacular profit. The small farmerwhJ
must aim at maximum profits per acre should, however, consider whether
some livestock other than cattle could not fulfil these functions .
while at the same time returning a larger profit per acre.

kPPENDLX.

A. Methpdsof CosttnE.,

Foods.

Hoirr,; grown foods have been charged at the following prices
per ton. These are equivalent to the average cost of production on
a number of Yorkshire dairy farms for crops harvested in 1949.

s d

Oats 11 12 0
Oat straw (for feed) 2 6 6
Seeds Hay 3 15 0
Meadow Hay 4 14 0
Ma: golds 1 8 0
Swedes and Turnips 2 9 6
Kale 1 12 6
Liable Silage 2 7 0
Grass Silage 1 6 6

Milk was charged at 1/8d per gallon.

PuTchasod feeding stuffs were charged at the actual price.

Grazin:74.

Total cponditure on pasture has been charged against the
grazing. After an allowance is made for any hay or silage crops
taken this expenditure is apportioned amongst the various classes
of stock grazing the land.



Man Labour .

All work with the stock has been charged at a standard rate
of 2/6d, per hour. This rate allows for holidays with pay,
insurance and overtime as. well as the weekly wage'.

Horse and Tractor Work.

Horses have been charged at.1/3d. per hour and tractors a
4/0d, per hour.

Overheads. 

Overhead costs have been calculated on the basis of 25% of
the labour costs.

B. Estimation of Acrea-e Utilised for Rearing Cattle.

In making the estimates of acreage required for rearing cattle
the following yields were taken to represent the average yield on_the
farms from which costs were obtained.

Swedes and Turnips ... 15i tons per acre.

Kale 0.0 17i 11 W. II

Mangolds .0 . 19 11 11 11

Silage 000 6--i it tt 11

Oats 0.. 21 cwt.: " 11

Meadow Hay . . . 25 II II II

Seeds Hay . . . 34 ,11 It It

Milk 0 0 0 264 Galldns per acre.

• 'I.
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SUMMARY

1. This report deals with cost of rearing cattle during 1950 on
a number of Yorkshire farms. It also deals with the sales in
1949 and 1950 of cattle born from 1947 onwards.

2. Cows rearing one or two calves per year were kept cheaply. When
largar numbers of calves were reared per cow, the cost of
keeping the cow was donsiderably increased.

3. Calves reared on inwintered cows by single suckling cost 20.15.0d.
per head up to weaning, Calves reared by an unintensive system
of multiple suckling cost £16.5.0d. per head to six months, those
reared on a more intensive system £14. 10. Od., and those reared
on the bucket -£15. 15. Od,

4. The cost of rearing from six months or for single suckled cattle
from weaning; to eighteen months averaged M.16.0. per head.
The cost of rearing from eighteen to twenty-four months averaged

12. Od. per head, that from twenty-four to thirty months
4.10.0d. per head.

5. The average profit on single-suckled cattle sold between April
1949 and December 1950 was 6.3.0d. per head, that from multiple-
suckled cattle averaged 5.10.1d. per head, while results from a
small number of bucket-rea/'ed cattle showed an average profit of
3.1.5d. The average age at sale was 24.6 months for single-
suckled cattle, 15.8 months for multiple suckled and 30.7 months
for bucket-reared cattle.

6. A comparison of profits made on the cattle with the acreage
required to rear them indicates that the profit per acre utilised
for rearing was comparatively small.
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